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The JDC's "Think Tank" forum operates in JDC’s Learning Organization framework, 

as a forum for internal learning.  The aim is to examine JDC’s operational principles, 

through an analysis of its projects.  The forum met seven times during the summer and 

fall of 2007, and was attended by about 30 professionals from all JDC’s units, from all 

levels of the organization (the Executive-Director, Division Heads, Area Heads and 

Program Managers).   

 

The purpose of this series of meetings was to examine JDC’s operational 

principle of phasing-out, and to try to answer key questions relating to the nature of this 

principle.  Among the questions that were asked were: Why do we phase out of a 

program?  From what do we phase out?  How do we leave?  When and at what stage do 

we leave? What do we leave behind us on our departure?  What influences our choice of 

one characteristic or another?  In other words, just how responsible is JDC to its 

investments, carried out with its partners and sometimes under their auspices, after the 

periods of development and implementation are over? 

 

This topic is particularly meaningful for JDC, which tackles the development of 

services, but does not deal with their direct operation.  The decisions that are made are 

influenced by factors connected to AJJDC, to JDC-Israel and to the environment in which 

we operate. 

 

The outcome of the meetings was an agreement in principle on expanding the 

variety and span of the exit options.  The main innovation is that in addition to the total 

phase-out that JDC has always stipulated as being its ultimate aim, there are other 

options: the option of a scale down, meaning a reduction in the volume of activity or a 

change in the format; and there are also programs where the decision is “No exit”, 

meaning that JDC basically remains in a certain program in the long-term, as this is 

inherent in the program’s strategic concept. 

 

The development and operation of social programs are a course of action that 

lasts for several years.  Absorption of the programs is a process that can last even as long 

as eight years.  The time needed for development is varied among various projects: there 

are some who maintain that the minimum is four years and the maximum is six years.  

The stages of development also differ in different projects, depending on the project’s 

nature, the scope of activity and the operative conditions.  For example, large social 

infrastructure programs (similar to projects in other fields such as engineering projects) 

can take many years from the moment when the need is identified and defined until the 

implementation stage is reached. 

 

The exit component constitutes the project’s closure stage for JDC, and therefore 

it necessitates broad and deep attention being given to the development of sustainable 

social services.  An exit can pertain to an exit from programs or from sites, it may have 

an organizational aspect or constitute a withdrawal of funding.  The development of 

services and their transfer to other bodies is the aim of  JDC’s programs, which is why it 

is important for JDC to exit programs.  Nevertheless, departing from a program also 
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brings with it disadvantages, which is why we examine how we should get out of a 

program, or out of its components, while still preserving those assets that are meaningful 

and deriving the most effective usage from them.  

 

 One of the main ways for ensuring the continuity of a project after JDC leaves 

it is in the financial area.  JDC’s mode of operation is based on funding to various 

projects, thus enabling JDC to have an influence through its budgeting of the program.  

However, exit options are also affected by the knowledge that JDC brings to projects, as 

well as by JDC’s innovation and initiative, experience, organizational ability, its ability to 

form “round tables”, and also by its professional and political connections.  The options 

available to influence the future survivability of a program are varied: they include the 

signing of contract, tapping into broad measures taken by the government and by local 

authorities, and other tools.  Nevertheless, it is important to remember that when it comes 

to its ability and desire to affect processes, JDC’s influence is limited, and is influenced 

by the environmental conditions affecting the program (ecological changes), such as a 

change-over in key personnel in the localities or a change in the government’s order of 

priorities. 

 

 Several of the programs that JDC operates are very extensive, and more 

consequential in the development of social services. These are projects, which JDC and 

its divisions have decided, officially or in actuality, are of greater importance; therefore, 

the possibilities of exiting from them are different from the departure from other 

programs.  Nevertheless, in all programs there has to be an examination of the “handing-

over measurement”, and specially its depth and extent: which components can be 

transferred to the management/operation of other bodies, the timing of the course of the 

exit, the critical mass parameter (has the required critical mass been achieved that will 

ensure the change?), the staffing aspects and, of course, who will undertake management 

of the project after JDC pulls out entirely or lowers its involvement (usually government 

and/or NGOs). 

 

The decision on the entity that can/must undertake responsibility for operating the 

program when JDC's level of involvement is lowered is critical to the process.  A 

research study carried out by Tel Aviv University (Shapiro and Savaya, 2008) showed the 

decisive importance of which party operates a program and of its level commitment, as 

this element reinforces the work’s importance vis-à-vis the partners and the operating 

bodies.    

 

 In the past, JDC worked according to one main exit format (phase-out) but it is 

now possible to see that several possible models exist, and they enable a better 

understanding and execution of the process of exiting from a project.  The core of the 

procedure has been the development of a typology that makes it possible to widen the 

range of available options.  Therefore, the models, as displayed below, help us to 

examine how the great financial and professional investments in programs can be put to 

most effective use.  It will help to streamline work, internal organizational considerations, 

etc. 
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 An exit can occur from a program, from localities or from responses, and each 

one of the exit models is situated on a range between two channels: in one channel there 

are programs from which there is no exit (for a limited time) to other programs from 

which there is a definite exit.  In the other channel, one can see the pace of exit, from 

rapid to slow. 

 

 The typology below comprises four models: Rapid Exit, Gradual Phase-out, 

Scale-down, No Exit, with the details concerning each one, as detailed in the main body 

of the document (see the table on page 20) 

 

 

Four Main Models for Exiting from Projects 

 

A. Rapid Exit: The intervention program is short-term, and its effect is localized 

and immediate. 

B. Gradual Phase-out:  The investment is time-bound; JDC gradually transfers 

responsibility until it is out of the project completely. 

C. Scale-down: A gradual decrease in JDC’s volume of activity and of financing 

– “leaving one foot in”, “change of direction/emphases”. 

D. No Exit: Infrastructure programs and pedagogical centers, such as training 

and leadership centers or civil-society infrastructure in a community, that 

serves as JDC’s implementation arm. 

 

 The main innovation in this typology is the inherent understanding that, in 

contrast to the gradual phase-out (Model B), there are programs from which the exit is 

quick; however there are also programs in which there is a gradual decrease in JDC’s 

relative volume of activity but JDC does not exit from them within a medium-range 

period of time.  A number of JDC’s main programs (infrastructure and flagship 

programs) continue over many years and there is no definite exit from them.  Such 

programs, which may be divided into training programs and civil-society community 

infrastructure programs already serve, and can serve in the future also, as the 

infrastructure for operating other programs on behalf of JDC’s target populations. 

 

 A direct consequence of this that is the Scale-down Model (Model C) may be 

expanded into various sub-models for a better understanding of the processes.  One of the 

main models is an expansion of the Gradual Phase-out Model as an auxiliary tool and a 

reference point for other programs.  Another sub-model is an exit from localities but not 

from the program, when the main activity requires implementation vis-à-vis the locality 

and/or the local partners.  A wider process includes the possibility of remaining with a 

program which experience has proved to be successful, but adapting it to varying sites 

and even for other target populations. 

 

* * * 

  


